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Video game for Nintendo 3DS Asphalt 3DNorth American Box ArtDeveloper(s)GameloftPublishing(s)JP: Konami[1]WW: UbisoftSeriesAsphaltPlatform(s)Nintendo 3DSReleaseJP: March 10, 2011EU: March 25, 2011NA: March 27, 2011AU: March 31, 2011Genre(s)RacingMode(s)Single Player, 3D Multiplayer Asphalt (released in Japan as Asphalt 3D: Nitro
Racing (アファルト 3ディー: ニト⼭ レーシ⼭)) is a racing game published by Konami in Japan and Ubisoft Worldwide , developed by Gameloft for Nintendo 3DS handheld video game console. It was released in Japan on March 10, 2011, in Europe on March 25, 2011, in North America on March 27, 2011, and in Australia on March 31, 2011. It is part of the
asphalt series and was one of eight 3DS launch titles released by Ubisoft. It was unveiled at the Electronic Entertainment Show 2010 (E3 2010). Direct conversion of Apple's iOS game, Asphalt 6: Adrenaline, Asphalt 3D includes 17 tracks based on real-life locations and 42 licensed sports vehicles. It includes several game modes including multiplayer
support for up to six players using a local wireless game. Asphalt 3D has received negative reviews, with a lot of criticism aimed at poor controls, numerous bugs, poor visuals, and a severed frame. She received collection scores of 43% and 47% on Metacritic and GameRankings, respectively. Gameplay and the present of a screenshot of racing in the
process. Asphalt 3D is a racing game, in which the player must maneuver a car to compete against computer-controlled drivers on different race tracks. Players earn rewards such as car upgrades and XP points for winning races throughout the game, and reaching higher levels allows them to use better sports cars to unlock. [2] The game features 17 songs
based on real venues, including San Francisco and Paris. The games also include over 40 licensed sports cars and motorcycles, from companies like Ferrari, Lamborghini, Aston Martin, Bentley, Maserati, BMW, Nissan, Audi and Ducati. [3] [4] The game includes eight game modes, including career mode; vigilante, elimination situation; A need for speed
inspired by high speed pursuit mode, in which the player must flee police cars; [3] And a multiplayer option for up to six players using a local wireless game. [5] The game makes use of the 3DS system's alcot meter, which resembles asphalt headers on Apple's iOS platforms, allowing the player to control the vehicle by moving the game console like the
steering wheel. [4] 3D asphalt development unveiled at Electronic Entertainment Show 2010. [6] The game was listed by Ubisoft as one of eight 3DS games they planned to release to coincide with the launch of 3DS in Europe and North America. [7] [8] The game was released in Japan on March 10, 2011, and Australia on March 31, 2011. Asphalt 3D was a
direct port of asphalt 6: adrenaline, which was released for iOS devices. [2] Tri-iodine asphalt contains 42 cars, three of them First. [10] In an interview, the developers said that they wanted to include [...] the newest, fastest and most expensive 2011 [car] models, including the world's most expensive car, the Bugatti Veyron in the game. [11] Reception
ResultsaggregateSregatorGameAnges47%[12]Metacritic43/100[13]Review ResultsScoreFamitsu28 of 1 2 40[14]Snitch Game3.00 of 10 [15]GamePro2 of 5 [16]GameSpot5.5 of 10 [17]GamesRada r +3 of 10[2]GameTrailers4.5 of 10 [18]IGN3.0 of 10[19]Nintendo World Report2 of 10[10] 2]ONM70%[20] Asphalt 3D received negative reviews from visitors,
currently holding an average score of 47% at GameRankings and 43/100 in Metacritic, Based on 30 and 37 reviews respectively. [12] The game was described by critics as a complete joke, a really buggy and terrible mess[19] due to terrible physics, rigid controls and poor graphics,[16] along with frame rate problems and malfunctions. [2] [15] Martin
Robinson of IGN stated that a game can't even bother to stream its scrum smoothly. Despite praise from its decent car models, GameTrailers noted that it suffers from pop-up performance, lots of pop-ins, hilarious animations, and tire markers floating above the road in 3D. It's like it's only done to look good in screenshots. Justin Good of GamesRadar felt the
angular landscape was reminiscent of the N64. The review said in total so what can I say to the conclusion? It's an inferior £39.99 remix of the £2.99 iPhone game with bad sound, bad graphics and shocking slapdash collision logic. Not only is this the worst game of 3DS's launch lineup, it's also vying for the title of worst launch game of all time. Worse than
Panel Penn. Worse than a dead one. Even worse than a changed animal. Do I really have to say that? Avoid. [2] Nintendo World Report staff writer Josh Max complained about the lack of instructional sections and declared that he was doing nothing to represent the capabilities of Nintendo 3DS. [21] In their buyer's guide, NWR writer Matthew Blundon and
director Neil Ronaghan stated that when there is a much better race available, namely Ridge Racer 3D, why spend your money on an inferior product such as 3D asphalt? [22] References ^ b Geneticate, Anoop (2011-01-21). Konami dates to 3DS Asphalt Nitro Racing. Vandriasang. In 2011-01-26. ^ On March 25, 2011, Twell's advisory program was
launched on March 25, 2011. Tri-iodine asphalt. Playing Ryder UK. ^ On January 19, 2011, Sean's resofare program took place in 2011. 3D asphalt on your hands. Game Foot. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. GameSpy . ^ On December 20, 2010, there was a 3D asphalt: Nitro Racing there was a
bicycle, a 6-player multiplayer, in 2010. Silicone. ^ On June 15, 2010, it took place on June 15, 2010. E3 2010: Big list of 3DS games. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. IGN. January 19, 2011. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. And wider audiences
will quickly reach the new 3DS. VG 24/7. March 25, 2011. ^ Games - Tri-iodine asphalt. Nintendo. On May 23, 2011, he held May 23, 2011. ^ IGCD.net: List of vehicles/cars for asphalt 3D. Asphalt 3D launch Q&amp;A. JOE.ie^ • b 3D asphalt for 3DS. A game run. ^ • b 3D asphalt for 3DS reviews. Meta-critical. On June 4, 2018, on June 4, 2018, 7:00 PM
Famitsu Review scores for Asphalt 3D. Genindo . March 1, 2011. ^ B c Riker, Dan (March 29, 2011). Asphalt 3D - Gameloft gives 3DS its first abysmal racer. Game snitch. ^ b McKinley, Noble (April 7, 2011). Asphalt 3D Review. Jim Perot. In 2011-11-30. ^ Petite, Carolyn (March 29, 2011). Asphalt 3D Review. Play place. ^ • b Asphalt 3D Backpack Review.
From actors. ^ B c Robinson, Martin (March 26, 2011). Asphalt 3D Review. Ignat, I don't know what to do. ^ b Scullion, Chris (2011-03-25). Asphalt 3D Review. Nintendo magazine is official. Future publishing with an archive from the original on April 28, 2011. ^ Max (April 24, 2011). Asphalt 3D Review. Nintendo World Report. On June 8, 2011, he held June
8, 2011. ^ • Nintendo 3DS launch game buyer's guide. Nintendo World Report. March 27, 2011. ^ External Links Official Website (Archived, North America) retrieved Real Nitro Asphalt 3D Racing is a new car racing game developed by Dragon Poke. It is characterized by taking a driving genre and racing to a new limit by including extreme cars. Stunning
graphics and realistickind for all audiences, this new game is characterized by its challenging races on circles for all tastes with highly achieved graphics that bring high doses of realism to players. Another aspect to the value of the game are the physics of the cars, which are quite successful. We're not looking at a racing game to use, but facing a 100%
realistic speed simulator. Get points to customize your carIn add-on, Real Racing Nitro Asphalt 3D has a very addictive progression system that with the results you get you will get interchangeable points in the in-game store for better cars, accessories of all kinds and various customization options. This way, you won't find two cars the same in the whole
game. If you are passionate about speed, this game may not be missing from your collection. Its realistic graphics and its careful customization options from which you can select the player And the controls are not at all easy to control the shortage of cars and circuits included
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